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Introduction
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Our digitally themed webinars focus on Recovery as a journey highlighting how having a 
clear digital strategy in place is more important than ever

1 – Understand the Required 

Mindset Shift

3 – Embed Trust as the 

Catalyst to Recovery

2 – Identify and Navigate 

the Uncertainties and 

Implications 

4 – Define the Destination, and 

Launch Recover Playbook

OUR WEBINARS SUPPORT FIVE IMPERATIVES WITHIN “RECOVER” TO GUIDE THE BUSINESS FROM “RESPOND” TO “THRIVE”

R E C O V E R

R E S P O N D

T H R I V E

Future of Work

Understanding RPA, Cognitive & 

Intelligent Documentation RPA – scaling and digital roadmap

CBS – Building digital workflows

5 – Learn From Others’ Successes

Cyber Response

Intelligence Services

Customer Support

Future of Work

True Voice

R E S I L I E N T  L E A D E R S H I P :  B U S I N E S S  R E C O V E R Y  F R O M  C O V I D - 1 9
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Shaping the Future through Digital Business
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Shaping the Future through Digital Business
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Shaping the Future through Digital Business
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Intelligence
Services
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Intelligence Services Centre (ISC)

Agenda

1. Introduction  

2. Client questions and our offerings

3. Deliverables and technology

4. Case studies

5. Q&A
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Intelligence Services Centre (ISC) | Introduction

Bringing military intelligence techniques into the corporate world

 The ISC was established by a former head of the 

British Army’s Intelligence Fusion Centre

 The basis of our team is the military intelligence cycle 

and accompanying methodology

 We have grown over the past four years from a 

couple of people to c.30 team members
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Intelligence Services Centre (ISC) | Introduction

Intelligence is a discipline that uses information collection and analytical techniques to provide insight and direction to those making critical decisions. It’s more than the

synthesis of data or information as it uses tried and tested processes to draw out implications of relevant information helping answer the ‘so what’ and ‘what next’.

The Intelligence Services Centre helps to cut through the noise of data and open source information with the latest technology and smart human analysis. We draw on a

range of approaches to deliver our services, focusing on the business-critical questions you need to answer.

Delivering intelligence and insights to aid decision making 

Technology

does the heavy lifting

Humans

provide the nuance

1
We gather 

open source

data

2
We break this 

data down into 

information

3
We analyse this 

in accordance 

with a business 

need to provide 

intelligence 4
This enables 

your business 

to draw critical  

insights
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Brand & reputation insights

What can I understand about my brand and 

reputation from online data?
Incident response

How can I better respond to online 

coverage of an incident? Regulatory changes & compliance

What regulatory changes are on the horizon 

and how could they impact my business 

activities?
Location, safety & security

What are the risks to my business 

operating in a new location?

Market competition

Who are my key competitors in the market?

Third party implications

Could my business be affected by the 

behaviour of third parties?

Customer perception

How is my company perceived online?

Strategy & tactics

What effect would a strategic 

decision have on my business?
Operations & products

What are the potential implications of 

changes to my products or operations?

Intelligence Services Centre (ISC) | Client questions and our offerings

Client questions we can answer…

Capabilities and products

Check & verify
We review data subjects against key criteria to deliver findings on compliance 

and changes 

Monitor
We continuously scan relevant sources to identify emerging trends and events 

Investigate
We provide investigations into key themes or topics of interest 

Screen & profile
We generate a consolidated view of key information from a fixed time period 

on an entity, person or topic

Second & advise
We inject intelligence expertise directly into a team by providing our expertise 

as a service
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Intelligence Services Centre (ISC) | Deliverables and technology

Our web-scanning platforms allow us to access mentions and stories directly and provide a variety of data visualisation functionalities which allow our analysts to dynamically 

investigate the open source data which has been collected. Visualising data in different ways helps analysts identify trends, connections between different topics or conversations, and 

identifies paths to follow for further analysis.

Analytical tools

Word clouds highlight 

the most frequently 

used terms within a 

defined time period. 

A network map helps 

highlight the main elements 

of the narrative surrounding 

a particular issue, as well as 

how those elements are linked. 

Volume trend 

analysis provides an 

indication of the 

social interaction on a 

specific topic over a 

defined timeframe. 

A comparison of 

media types indicates 

where the discussion 

tends to take place 

and can help clients 

shape how they 

approach their 

outreach strategies. 

Our market-leading tools enable us to also 

direct our investigations by location. This is done 

through geo-fencing areas from entire 

continents down to street level and geo-

locating incidents in real time.
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Intelligence Services Centre (ISC) | Case study

Global pharma company – Risk assessment on more than 160,000 of the client's third-party collaborators and monitored at scale for ongoing risks

Applicable to other areas
• Monitoring investment portfolios in the financial services sector to 

get early warning of risk events that could impact share value.

• Screening of prospective policy holders within the insurance sector to 

verify applicant information and monitoring their portfolio for risk 

indicators once they’re covered.

• Monitoring third party suppliers within public sector supply chains to 

identify events that could impact service delivery.

An increasing interconnected world is driving global enterprises towards commercial relationships with 

a greater number of globally dispersed suppliers in order to remain competitive.

• As the supply chain for organisations becomes more dispersed, it is becoming increasingly important to make 

sure due diligence checking is carried out on suppliers both before contract and ongoing post contract 

award.

• Your business needs to minimise any risk to its reputation and brand by helping to ensure that it does not 

engage in business activities with controversial companies.

Deloitte’s Screening & Monitoring service provides a solution which can assist with this challenge:

Screening provides a three-year historic look back across open source media, covering 650,000 sources in 12 

languages. A personal screening report is provided to you identifying historic risks regarding their third 

party supplier.

We provide persistent monitoring of third parties, 24/7, 365 days per year. The service has the capacity to monitor the 

entire third-party supplier base for your business, with more than one million third parties currently monitored. News 

sources are scraped every 15 minutes, and articles of interest are reported within 24 hours.

Challenge

Solution

Client result and impact

By receiving this service, the client was able to: 

• Increase coverage of their third parties globally through the comprehensive language and country 

capabilities of the service.

• Free up resource within their risk team from time consuming screening and monitoring tasks, 

enabling them to focus on taking action to mitigate risks and threat events identified by the service.

• Quickly adapt their monitoring criteria as they improved their understanding of their risk profile. We 

modified our service within 24 hours to meet their needs.

• Improve the quality of their data and alerts allowing for better management of risks. 

We have a 100% record for quality and speed of the screening and monitoring service. 
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Intelligence Services Centre (ISC) | Case study

Global manufacturer: Customer & industrial products – Monitoring of news and social media around a key factory closure 

Applicable to other areas
• Ongoing monitoring for events and incidents relating that could impact 

our clients’ brand & reputation such as mis-sold financial products in the 

financial services sector. 

• Geographically focused monitoring and flash reports for events 

companies and manufacturers who need to deliver their operations globally.

• Monitoring key thematic issues to help public sector clients proactively 

manage events as they arise such as Brexit and the MeToo movement. 

Targeted monitoring of media and social media channels

Our client had decided to close a factory in a sensitive jurisdiction and wanted to closely monitor the public response 

to the announcement of the closure. They were concerned about the potential negative reputational impact of the 

decision given social and political factors relating to the chosen site. 

The release of a statement about the closure was carefully planned for a set date. It was imperative there were no 

leaks beforehand so the client could control the message around this event. The client therefore needed to 

rapidly activate a monitoring capability to identify any leaks on social media or in the news, as well as to track 

relevant online discussions, which could have potentially increased the reputational risk levels.

Monitoring of open source information feeds

We rapidly established and delivered an incident monitoring service to provide the client with the coverage they required in the

lead-up to the announcement. We employed a suite of technology platforms and skilled human analysis to provide comprehensive 

monitoring coverage of a range of traditional and social sources. Providing our client with:

• An initial baseline report, providing a review of the risk landscape and relevant findings from the month prior to the 

engagement.

• Daily briefs, delivered in an agreed template and on a schedule which fits the leadership team’s requirements. The daily briefs 

included morning, afternoon and weekend updates listing all daily developments.

• Flash reports were sent to the client as important updates were identified enabling them to respond immediately.

Challenge

Solution

Client result and impact

By receiving this service, the client was: 

• Alerted to a relevant leak on social media prior to the official announcement, which gained 

significant traction online and would have otherwise gone unnoticed.

• Able to take action at an early stage and make timely readjustments to its communications strategy.

• Aware of the on-going online narrative surrounding key events, which allowed them to better 

understand the risk landscape and direct its response.

• Able to adjust what they monitored as the situation evolved.
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Intelligence Services Centre (ISC) | Possible use cases

An indication of the breadth of our capabilities

Where do you need insight to aid your decision-making?

Enhanced due 

diligence

ESG/CSR 

investigative 

reports, e.g. CSR 

programme

impact 

assessment, 

green investing 

etc.

Portfolio 

monitoring for 

PE clients, 

insurers etc.

Supply chain 

monitoring

Crisis media 

monitoring

Competitor 

analysis

HNWI and/or 

high profile 

individual risk 

profiles

Sentiment 

analysis
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